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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

EVALUATION OF OVERPRESSURE WAVE TRANSITION BY AIRBLAST
OVERPRESSURE AND SHOCK WAVE ATTENUATION ANALYSIS USING A SMALL
BLACK POWDER CHARGE

Abstract
Eight flush mount pressure sensors were used in a series of 3 test sequences to
measure air overpressure produced by a firecracker. Overpressure was recorded at a
range of 1 inch to 21 inches away from detonation, and charge weight was determined
to be 0.1mg of black powder. Air overpressure prediction equations were developed
from test series then compared to collected data for subsequent tests. Overpressure
wave velocity was measured using wave arrival time and distance between sensors.
This wave velocity was compared to calculated wave velocity using overpressure and
ideal gas law. Overpressure and wave velocity are directly related to each other in
shock wave behavior. The goal of these tests was to identify at what point the in
elastic-plastic region the overpressure wave no longer closely resembled a shock
wave, but an elastic wave instead.
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Chapter One:Introduction
Ground vibration and airblast effects will always accompany blasting of rock, and
will never be eliminated (SME 2011). Airblast is an impulsive sound generated by
an explosive blast resulting from rock fragmentation and movement (Siskind,
Stachura et al. 2000). Airblast effects are manifested by an audible portion,
structural motion, and window cracking (SME 1992). Since humans are very
sensitive to airborne disturbances which manifest themselves as motion and
noise; residents will become overly concerned about damage to their house,
even if none has actually occurred (SME 1992).
The main difference between ground vibration and airblast is the way they move
from the blast site. Ground vibrations will become weaker as it moves from the
blast site; however with airblast, this is not necessarily true (Ludwiczak 1988).
Many factors were originally thought to attenuate overpressure waves from a
blast site: temperature, barometric pressure, precipitation, vegetation, wind,
temperature gradients, atmospheric turbulence, and topography (Beranek 1971).
After thorough investigation, it was concluded that temperature, humidity and
wind have minimal effects on airblast intensification or attenuation (AimoneMartin and Martin 2000). However, terrain conditions such as mountains, hills
and valleys can have an effect on the airblast wave. Some may reduce the wave,
while others can focus the wave to a certain area (Ludwiczak 1988).
Decomposition of the overpressure wave form would also have an effect on the
intensity and distance travelled. Loss of overpressure rapidly occurs for a shock
wave, depending on charge weight. As the shock wave decays it transforms into
an elastic-plastic overpressure wave. In this state the overpressure wave
contains elements of the shock wave form, and elements of an elastic wave form.
Since elastic wave forms travel great distances, it may be useful to identify at
what point in the elastic-plastic region the overpressure wave more closely
resembles an elastic wave form rather than a shock wave.
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1.1

Thesis Problem Statement

Prediction of air overpressure is important for mine operators who utilize blasting
to ensure their blasts will not cause damage to nearby structures and stay within
regulatory limits. Airblast is dependent on the size of the blast and overpressure
magnitude is dependent on how far away from the blast a recording device is
located. Great variation in peak overpressure measurements can occur from one
blast to another if instrumentation is close to the site (Hargather and Settles
2007). Attempting to create an overpressure prediction equation from near field
measurements may not produce accurate models for far field predictions.
Equipment near the blast would record overpressure that is traveling as a shock
wave. Using this data would yield inaccurate overpressure prediction equations
since the shock wave will rapidly dissipate, and is not an accurate representation
of the wave travelling at further distances.
The purpose of this thesis is to attempt to identify when the air overpressure
wave more closely resembles an elastic shock wave in the elastic-plastic
behavior region. This was evaluated by analyzing shock wave overpressure
attenuation and wave velocity data on small scale testing. Three series of tests
were conducted to collect overpressure data from 1 inch to 21 inches away from
firecrackers which contained approximately 0.1mg of black powder. Series “A”
testing had sensors between 1 inch and 8 inches, series “B” testing had sensors
placed between 8 and 14 inches, and series “C” testing had sensors placed 14 to
21 inches away. Each sensor location recorded wave arrival time, and peak
overpressure for 15 tests. Overpressure data and distance between the sensors
were recorded for 45 total tests which yielded 360 pressure-time curves.
The collected data was analyzed in three ways to create an air overpressure
attenuation prediction equation, and measured wave velocity was compared with
calculated wave velocity. Data from series “A” testing was plotted on a peak
overpressure vs scale distance cubed plot and fitted with a regression curve.
Values obtained from this curve were used to predict maximum overpressure for
series “B” testing, and were compared to recorded values. Series “A” and “B”
2

recorded values were then used to create an overpressure prediction equation
for series “C” and then also compared to recorded values. Using all three series
of test data a final overpressure prediction equation was created and compared
to all recorded overpressure values.
Wave velocity measurement was accomplished by using wave arrival time
between two subsequent sensors and dividing by the distance between the two
sensors. Distances between sensors were measured with a digital caliper which
was accurate to 1/1000 of an inch, and wave arrival time measured with
instrumentation to a 1/1000th of a millisecond accuracy. Resulting velocity values
would indicate an “average” overpressure wave velocity through one inch of
travel. These results were compared to calculated wave velocities by use of the
ideal gas law to create a pressure vs. specific volume Hugoniot curve where a
Raleigh line was fitted to the dataset and wave velocity was determined.
The objective of this experimentation was to establish if it was feasible to identify
where the overpressure wave behaves more similarly to an elastic wave instead
of a shock wave while in the elastic-plastic wave transition zone.
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Chapter Two:Background Information

Throughout the United States a total of 7.5 billion pounds of explosives were
used in the mining and construction industry in 2012 (ATF 2014). Coal mining
accounted for the majority of use at 68%, with construction and quarrying using
10% , non-metal mines 10%, metal mines 9%, and miscellaneous use
accounting for 3% of explosives use in the United States (USGS 2014). Nine
states accounted for 70% of explosive sales in the United States with Wyoming
and West Virginia the two leading consumers, and the remaining seven states:
Indiana, Kentucky, Nevada, Pennsylvania, Minnesota, Virginia and Alabama
(USGS 2014).
Blasting is a highly regulated industry with laws enacted at the federal, state,
county, and sometimes even city level. Federal regulations for the storage of
explosives are governed by Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms to ensure
no misappropriation of explosives occur and magazines are kept safe distances
away from property and people (ATF 2012). Department of Transportation
regulations ensure proper transportation documentation, driver training, and
placarding of vehicles which contain explosives (DOT).
Regulations for flyrock, maximum ground vibration, and maximum airblast at
surface blasting operations are enforced by the Office of Surface Mining and
Reclamation (OSM 2014). Maximum peak particle velocity for ground vibrations,
maximum overpressure (noise) for airblast, and distance that flyrock can travel
from a blast site are detailed in Title 30 Code of Federal Regulations 715.19,
816.67, and 817.67 (OSM 2014).

2.1

Regulations

The Office of surface mining and reclamation enforces regulations at the federal
level with various state agencies conducting enforcement at the state level. Since
state regulations are usually more stringent than federal regulations, it is not
4

uncommon for state regulators to be considerably more prominent at blasting
sites than federal regulators. These state level enforcers work under their
respective state agencies, for example the Department of Environmental
Protection in Kentucky and West Virginia have developed their own explosives
and blasting branch. Other states do not have a straightforward agency name,
such as Texas which is regulated by the Railroad Commission in the surface
mining and reclamation division.
State regulators are tasked with investigating blasting violations, observing onsite hazardous blasting which takes place near property and residents, writing
and recording violations, and preparing or reviewing blast remediation plans for
blast sites which are in violation. The most dangerous outcome from a surface
blasting site is flyrock, which is rock or material forcefully ejected from the blast
and lands beyond the area of control. As written in the regulations:
Flyrock may not travel:
i) More than one-half the distance to the nearest occupied structure
or dwelling,
ii) Beyond the area of control, or
iii) Beyond the permit boundary
(OSM 2014)
Flyrock has the potential to cause the most damage. It is evaluated based on the
flyrock size and distance from the site it has traveled.
Another unavoidable byproduct of an explosive blast is ground vibration.
Immediately after the detonation of a surface blast the energy is transferred into
the surrounding rock and causes the ground to move. This ground movement will
continue to propagate until the energy is fully attenuated through its radial path of
travel from the source of initiation. For nearby houses and dwellings, these
ground vibrations have the potential to cause damage by creating cracks inside,
or substantially moving critically structural components inside or outside.
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High speed video recordings of the event and photographs after the event are
sufficient to visually identify and record a flyrock incident. High speed video
cameras, seismographs, photographs, and blast records are all used to monitor
compliance for these activities. Ground vibrations and airblast are monitored and
recorded by seismographs.
2.1.1 Ground Vibrations
Ground vibration regulations were developed after a thorough study by the US
Department of Interior in 1980. Seventy-six dwellings nearby blasting sites were
fully instrumented with seismographs and vibrations gages to measure ground
vibration, airblast, and structural vibration. Only 14 of the 76 structures reached
high enough vibration or airblast levels to result in significant damage (Siskind,
Stagg et al. 1980). This was a historical, important investigation due to the size
and scope of the research. The volume of data obtained from their
instrumentation and correlating this data to physical damage in dwellings has
shaped the maximum peak particle velocity vs. frequency diagram shown in
Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 Blast Vibration Compliance Chart (OSM 2014)
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Figure 2.1 shows the regulatory limits for ground vibration. The regulatory limit
begins at 0.2 in/sec at 1 Hz, and moves at an oblique to a horizontal slope
beginning at 0.75 in/sec and 3 Hz. This horizontal regulation line continues at
0.75 in/s to 15 Hz, then at an oblique line to a point 2 in/s at 40 Hz. The
remaining horizontal limit lies within the frequency of 40 to 100 Hz, and limited to
a peak particle velocity of 2 inches/second.
There are two methods for blasting operations to ensure ground vibration
compliance. The first method is a scaled distance equation which relates
distance to the nearest structure and calculates the maximum allowable charge
weight per 8ms delay. Scale distance values for this equation are found in Table
2.1.

 D

W = 
 DS 

2

Where:
W = weight of charge (lbs)
D = Distance from charge to nearest structure (ft)
DS = Scale distance value from Table 2.1
Table 2.1: Scaled Distance Compliance Table (OSM 2014)
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The second method to ensure ground vibration compliance is to use a
seismograph. This instrument will measure the frequency, and peak particle
velocity of the ground in the transverse, radial and vertical direction. Resulting
seismograph readings are compared to the OSM Vibration compliance chart in
Figure 2.1.

2.1.2 Airblast
Air overpressure is a compressional pressure wave that exceeds atmospheric
pressure and is transmitted through the air. Overpressure is further categorized
by the frequency of the wave. Above 20 Hz is referred to as sound or noise and
below 20 Hz is referred to as airblast (ISEE 2011). Most of the energy in an
airblast is inaudible because the frequency content is below the range of human
hearing, which is 20 Hz to 20 kHz (Stachura, Siskind et al. 2000).
Air overpressure occurs in two frequency ranges. “Higher” frequency range is
identified as between 5 to 6 Hz and the “lower” frequency range between 0.5 to
2Hz (Siskind 1977). There are two types of airblast and they both have energy in
the low and high frequency range. The only difference between the two is that
type I airblast has considerable more energy in the 5 to 6 Hz frequency range
than type II airblast (Siskind, Stagg et al. 1980). Thus, type I airblast is most
troublesome because of high energy in the 5 to 6 Hz range which falls within the
resonant frequency range of structures(Siskind 1977).
Inaudible air overpressures have the ability to vibrate walls which may cause
dishes or walls to shake. These events make the blast seem even more intense
for the occupants (SME 1992). One must be aware that just because the airblast
shock wave is irritating, annoying, and rattling dishes, it does not mean that
damage is occurring to the structure (Ludwiczak 1988).
Measurement of air overpressure is accomplished with the use of microphones
which are generally supplied with seismographs. These microphones measure
the overpressure produced by the blast and records the information in decibels
8

instead of psi. However, with the following relationship overpressure can be
established from decibels.

P
PS = 20log 
 P0 
Where:
PS - Pressure Level (dB)
P – Measured overpressure (psi)
P0 - Reference pressure (2.9x10-9 psi)

There is some dissatisfaction in referring to air overpressure as decibel, which is
a unit of sound instead of a measurement of pressure (Lusk and Hoffman 2011).
Regulatory limits set forth from Title 30 Chapter 817.67 refer to units of decibels
and are shown in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Peak airblast overpressure compliance (OSM 2014)

From Table 2.2, it is noticed that at the 6Hz or lower frequency limit the maximum
pressure is 129 dB, and at the 2Hz or lower frequency limit the maximum
pressure is 133 dB. These regulations are cognizant that structural resonant
frequencies lie within the 6 Hz frequency and should be lower than the 2 Hz “lowfrequency” portion of the airblast.
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2.2

Compliance and Resident Recourse

Statistics available from West Virginia from 2007 to 2010 show that there were a
total of 1213 complaints from residents, with only 44 of those complaints resulting
in an airblast violation, and other blasting violations accounting for 208 cases
(Ratcliff, Sheehan et al. 2011). From this information it is noted that only 21% of
all complaints actually resulted in OSM violations with airblast accounting for
3.6%, while the remaining complaints found that the mine was not in violation.
Open pit mining operations must be cautious to obey all regulations to protect
themselves and co-exist with nearby residents. The unavoidable byproducts of a
blast event such as airblast, ground vibration, and flyrock form the basis of
discontent between mining operations and residents.
When residents suspect blast damage has occurred, there is readily available
literature which directs them to what action should be taken.
In Pennsylvania the Mountain Watershed Association has created an acronym
BLASTBACK:
B – Blasts need to be noted on your calendar
L – Look for damage to windows, doors, plumbing, foundations & fixtures
A – Acute stress caused by blasting is not healthy. Calm down and tend to
others at risk
S – Soap solution can be used to check for gas leaks
T – Take careful notes. Decide where, how and to whom you want to
complain
B – Blast records should be secured as soon as possible
A – Any public safety hazard, trespass or destruction of property caused
by the mine’s blasting should be reported to the police
C – Coordinate your local group’s actions. Inform the press. TV cameras
help focus regulators on their duty.
K – Keep track of documentation by your neighbors. Encourage your
neighbors to keep records and keep track of documentation.
(MWA 2013)

Other readily available literature, such as a document from Kentuckians for the
Commonwealth, informs residents how to challenge a permit, filing a complaint
process, inspection tips, asking for a seismograph or building inspection, and
10

pattern of violation information (KFTC). With an informed public and easy access
to information which empowers residents, the burden of proof whether blasting
has actually caused damage lies with the mining operation. For mine operators it
may seem as though they are constantly under scrutiny, and for some this may
be true.
2.3 Overpressure Origin in surface blasting
Total explosive weight, confinement of the blast, and atmospheric conditions will
all affect airblast at a mine site. These variables will relate directly to the
frequency, amplitude and duration of the resulting airblast.
In any given blast there are five over-pressure sources, four of which are labeled
by Wiss as:
1) Direct rock displacement at the face or mounding at the blast hole collar; Air
pressure pulse (APP)
2) Vibrating ground; Rock pressure pulse (RPP)
3) Gas escaping from the detonating explosive through the fractured rock; Gas
release pulse (GRP)
4) Gas escaping from the blown-out stemming; stemming release pulse (SRP)
(Wiss and Linehan 1978)
5) Noise; from detonating cord or delays on surface of mine site in open air
(ISEE 2011)
Rock Pressure Pulse is ground vibration energy which is transmitted into the
atmosphere, however this is infrequency observed (ISEE 2011). Air Pressure
Pulse (APP) is a low-frequency wave which is caused by rock displacement, and
is related to the blast size. If a large volume of rock abruptly moves it will cause
mass air movement (air is a fluid), and will manifest itself as transient wind.
Gas release pulse (GRP) and stemming release pulse (SRP) are high frequency
pressures caused by gas venting from the face and stemming. GRP is generated
by the expanding gas following the path of least resistance between the free face
and the explosive charge; this causes a distinct increase in the air pressure at
the face (Wiss and Linehan 1978).SRP occurs when the borehole pressure
exceeds the cohesiveness between the stemming material, and causes energy
11

to escape through it (Wiss and Linehan 1978). This pressure also moves along
the path of least resistance, and may be minimized by using adequate stemming
which has grainy and angular characteristics.
SRP and GRP are the most undesirable, and theoretically most controllable parts
of the airblast, since they involve the blast design variables of stemming,
spacing, burden, and detonation velocity (Siskind, Stachura et al. 2000). These
two overpressure sources can be identified on seismograph data as a spike, or
series of spikes which are a result of a blowout and contributes to unwanted high
frequency airblast energy (Siskind, Stachura et al. 2000). Irregular occurrence of
SRP has also been reported with use of ANFO due to its slow detonation (Snell
and Oltmans 1971).

2.4 Overpressure Wave Behavior
Instead of focusing on air overpressure sources found at a blasting site, an
alternate analysis can be conducted to evaluate the physical characteristics of
the overpressure wave and how it transitions as it moves away from the source.
Airblast behavior can be most easily explained by drawing knowledge from
another familiar relationship, the stress vs strain curve shown in Figure 2.22.

12

Figure 2.2: Stress-Strain Diagram of Air (Cooper)
Three distinct behavior zones are identified in the stress vs strain curve. In the
elastic behavior region, stress is directly dependent to the amount of strain
applied to a material. As strain increases and passes the elastic limit (where a
deformed object will not return to its original shape), the material enters the
combined elastic-plastic behavior region. In a traditional stress vs. strain
diagram, it is expected that plastic behavior will occur immediately after the
elastic limit. Instead of transitioning from elastic to plastic behavior at the elastic
limit, we will consider a region between the two. This region will simultaneously
exhibit both elastic and plastic behavior and can be related to wave behavior in
Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Pressure (P) vs Specific Volume (v) diagram for explosive event
Figure 2.3 is a pressure vs specific volume curve that appears similar to the
stress-strain diagram. Overpressure is shown in the vertical y-axis, and specific
volume is shown on the horizontal x-axis. Before the detonation occurs, there
exists an ambient pressure and ambient specific volume and is represented in
the diagram at (v0, P0). After a detonation there will be an intense change in
pressure, above that of the ambient pressure. This region of the high
overpressure environment will have a high density (low specific volume) of gas
escaping from the explosive charge as it travels through the air.
In the elastic region of Figure 2.3 it is observed that pressure is directly
dependent to the specific volume, similar to the stress-strain relationship. At the
top of the curve, where specific volume is very low and pressure is very high the
wave is in the plastic region. When referring to an overpressure wave in the
plastic region, it is considered to be a strong shock wave region. Between the
two regions there is an elastic-plastic region, where the overpressure wave acts
simultaneously as a strong shock and elastic wave. In this region both elastic and
plastic behavior are observed and the object is mimicking two distinct behavior
14

regions. Although two wave behaviors are occurring, at some point in the elasticplastic region an overpressure wave would more closely resemble an elastic or
shock wave.
The Hugoniot curve in Figure 2.3 represents all of the possible pressure-specific
volume states that can exist during an explosive event. To extract meaningful
data from this Hugoniot curve, a Raleigh line is used in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Lower part of the P-V diagram to illustrate Raleigh line (Cooper)
During an explosive event shock waves are not created on a linear or even in a
continuous, predictable manner so a line is drawn from a point (v1, P1)
immediately before the event, to immediately after the event (v2, P2). This
Raleigh line represents the discontinuous behavior of shock wave formation.
There are two major components to an overpressure wave, the shock wave
formation, and the shock wave degradation.
2.4.1 Shockwave Creation
Shock waves are not created on a linear, or even in a continuous predictable
manner. During shock wave formation the shock wave “jumps” or “shocks”
discontinuously to a fully shocked state. During wave formation particle velocity is
directly related to the pressure and density of the wave (Cooper). The front
15

particle motion of the wave (A) is traveling at a low velocity since the pressure
wave is at a low pressure. Particle velocity behind the front is increased (B)
because it is traveling in a slightly higher pressure environment which was
created by the front of the wave. Still relating higher pressures to higher
velocities, the third point (C) traveling on the wave will be traveling in a high
pressure environment developed by the second point, and thusly will have a
greater velocity than the second point. Figure 2.5 shows the relationship between
the pressure and particle velocity in the development of a shock front.

Figure 2.5: Shock velocity at low (A), medium (B) and high (C) pressure
environment (Cooper 1996)
From Figure 2.5 we can reason that at some point, the highest particle velocity at
point C, and the medium speed particle velocity at point B will eventually catch
up to the slowest velocity particle at point A. Figure 2.6 graphically depicts the
wave motion as the faster particle motions at point C and B catches up to the
wave front at point A.
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Figure 2.6: “Shock Up” of a shockwave (Cooper 1996)
When the wave achieves this square, or straight front it is considered to be a
shock wave.

2.5 Particle Velocity vs Wave Velocity
Paul Cooper describes two methods in which he explains the relationship of
wave velocity versus particle velocity in his book “Explosives Engineering”, the
popsicle stick method, and the bead model. The bead model will be presented
here, as the equations for conservation of momentum and conservation of kinetic
energy allow for a derivation which relates wave and particle velocity. Imagine a
set of beads on a string with equal spacing between them (Figure 2.7).

Figure 2.7: Bead Model
For the derivation we first need to make some assumptions about the beads
which lie upon the string. The string is frictionless, the diameters of the beads are
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zero, and the wall is to be considered far more massive than a single bead.
The equation for conservation of momentum will be:
𝑀𝑀𝑊𝑊 𝑉𝑉1 = 𝑀𝑀𝑊𝑊 𝑉𝑉2 + 𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏 𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏

(Cooper 1996)

Where:
MW – Mass of the Wall
V1 – Initial velocity of the wall
V2 – Velocity of the wall after impact
Mb – Mass of the bead
Vb – Velocity of bead
The equation for conservation of kinetic energy will be:
1
2

1

1

𝑀𝑀𝑊𝑊 𝑉𝑉12 − 𝑀𝑀𝑊𝑊 𝑉𝑉22 = 𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏 𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏2
2

2

(Cooper 1996)

Where:
MW – Mass of the Wall
V1 – Initial velocity of the wall
V2 – Velocity of the wall after impact
Mb – Mass of the bead
Vb – Velocity of bead
𝑚𝑚

Rearrange conservation of momentum equation: 𝑉𝑉2 = 𝑉𝑉1 − 𝑀𝑀 𝑏𝑏 𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏 and substitute
𝑊𝑊

into conservation of kinetic energy equation. The resulting equation is:
𝑚𝑚

2𝑉𝑉1 = 𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏 �1 + 𝑀𝑀 𝑏𝑏 �
𝑊𝑊

(Cooper 1996)

Where:
MW – Mass of the Wall
V1 – Initial velocity of the wall
V2 – Velocity of the wall after impact
Mb – Mass of the bead
Vb – Velocity of bead
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Recall that the wall was of a massive size when compared to the beads,
therefore the term relating the ratio of mass of the bead to the mass of the wall
will tend toward zero. Thus:

Where:

2𝑉𝑉1 = 𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏
V1 – Initial velocity of the wall
Vb – Velocity of bead

Suppose the wall is moving at a constant velocity as it strikes the beads on a
string. At t=0 the wall with a velocity of V1 strikes the first bead and from the
equation above, the velocity of the bead (Vb) will now be twice the velocity of the
wall at 2V1. At t=1, the first bead reaches the second bead on the string and
transfers all of its energy (perfectly elastic collision) to the second bead on the
string. After transferring its momentum to the second bead, the first bead returns
to zero velocity. The second bead goes on to collide with bead number three,
then bead number three to bead number four, and so on. At t=2 the wall catches
up to the first bead again, and restarts the entire process. If we analyze the
velocity of the first bead in Figure 2.8 we see the velocity is oscillating between a
velocity of 2VW and zero.

Figure 2.8: Relationship of particle and wave velocity (Cooper)
In this representation we can see that the average velocity of the bead is also the
same velocity of the wall, VW . This is considered to be the particle velocity. The
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velocity of 2VW that the first bead moves with after being struck by the wall is
considered to be the wave velocity; this is the relationship for particle and shock
wave velocity. As with most simplified relationships, this does not hold true for
most materials. However this is useful when trying to understand the relationship
between wave velocity, and particle velocity.

2.6 Rankine-Hugoniot Equations
There are five variables which need to be dealt with, wave velocity (U), particle
velocity (u), density (ρ), internal energy (E), and pressure (P). These variables
are represented in Figure 2.5, with each of the variables having an initial value
before the shock wave passes, then a new value after the shock wave passes
through the material. To easily visualize and simplify the issue, a control volume
of a cylinder is used to represent the area of particles which are affected by the
planar shock front.

Figure 2.9: Shock front movement in controlled volume
With five variables in the system, it is necessary to find five relationships to relate
the variables before and after the shock front. The first three equations are
derived by using mass balance, momentum balance, and internal energy
balance. They are presented by
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Mass Balance Equation:
𝜌𝜌1
𝜌𝜌0

𝑈𝑈−𝑢𝑢

𝜈𝜈

= 𝑈𝑈−𝑢𝑢0 = 𝜈𝜈0
1

1

(Cooper 1996)

U – Wave velocity
𝜌𝜌0 − Density of air before shock front
𝜌𝜌1 − Density of air after shock front
𝑢𝑢0 − Particle velocity before shock front
𝑢𝑢1 − Particle velocity after shock front

1
𝜈𝜈0 − Specific Volume � � before shock front
𝜌𝜌0
1
𝜈𝜈1 − Specific Volume � � after shock front
𝜌𝜌1
Momentum Balance Equation:
𝑃𝑃1 − 𝑃𝑃0 = 𝜌𝜌0 (𝑢𝑢1 − 𝑢𝑢0 )(𝑈𝑈 − 𝑢𝑢0 )

(Cooper 1996)

U – Wave velocity
𝑃𝑃0 − Pressure of air before shock front
𝑃𝑃1 − Pressure of air after shock front
𝜌𝜌0 − Density of air before shock front
𝑢𝑢0 − Particle velocity before shock front
𝑢𝑢1 − Particle velocity after shock front
Energy Balance Equation:

𝑒𝑒1 − 𝑒𝑒0 =

𝑃𝑃1 𝑢𝑢1 −𝑃𝑃0𝑢𝑢0
𝜌𝜌0 (𝑈𝑈−𝑢𝑢0)

1

− 2 (𝑢𝑢02 − 𝑢𝑢12 )

(Cooper 1996)

𝑒𝑒0 − Specific internal energy before shock wave �
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𝐸𝐸0
�
𝑚𝑚

E0 – Internal energy before shock wave
m – Mass of air (Same before and after shock due to
conservation of mass)
𝐸𝐸1
𝑒𝑒1 − Specific internal energy after shock wave � �
𝑚𝑚
E1 – Internal energy after shock wave

𝑃𝑃0 − Pressure before shock wave
𝑃𝑃1 − Pressure after shock wave
𝑢𝑢0 − Particle velocity before shock front
𝑢𝑢1 − Particle velocity after shock front
𝜌𝜌0 − Density of air before shock front
U – Wave velocity

The above equations can be simplified if we can make a single assumption. If we
assume that before the shockwave encounters air particles, they are all at rest
and do not have a velocity before the shockwave arrives. Initial particle velocity
(𝑢𝑢0 ) will be zero, and simplifies the equations presented above.
Mass Balance Equation:

𝜌𝜌1
𝑈𝑈
𝜈𝜈0
=
=
𝜌𝜌0 𝑈𝑈 − 𝑢𝑢1 𝜈𝜈1

Momentum Balance Equation:
𝑃𝑃1 − 𝑃𝑃0 = 𝜌𝜌0 𝑢𝑢1 𝑈𝑈

Energy Balance Equation:
1

𝑒𝑒1 − 𝑒𝑒0 = 2 (𝑃𝑃1 + 𝑃𝑃0 )(𝜈𝜈0 − 𝜈𝜈1 )

Equation of State (EOS) represents all of the equilibrium states that a material
can exist and is written in terms of specific volume, pressure and internal energy.
The Hugoniot equation eliminates internal energy and states that some
relationship must exist between pressure and specific volume, P = f (v) .
By relating the mass balance, momentum balance, and energy balance
equations to each other six pairs of variables could be related: 1) pressure and
wave velocity, 2) pressure and particle velocity, 3) pressure and specific volume,
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4) wave velocity and particle velocity, 5) wave velocity and specific volume, and
6) particle velocity and specific energy. Only three of these relationships have
been found to be useful: 1) wave velocity and particle velocity 2) pressure and
specific volume, and 3) pressure and particle velocity.
Through past decades of experimentation it was found that shock velocity was
linearly related to particle velocity by the following equation:
U = C 0 + su
(Cooper 1996)
Where:
U – Shock Wave velocity (km/s)
C 0 - bulk sound speed, y-axis intercept (no units)
s – slope of line (no units)
u – particle velocity (km/s)
(Cooper)
To determine the U-u relationship in air an experiment was conducted in 1957
using an explosive driven plate which induces a shock wave in the gas (air).
Experimentally derived values for shock wave velocity and particle velocity were
recorded as shown in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3: Relationship between shock wave and particle velocity in air (Deal
1957)
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With clearly defined relationship for various parameters the next step was to
determine how to capture the most meaningful data. It was decided that many of
these equations could relate overpressure to wave velocity, particle velocity, and
even specific volume. Careful consideration of the experimental setup was
required in order to gather as much unique data for further analysis.
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Chapter Three: Experimental Design

3.1 Considerations for experimental Design

Much equipment is available to conduct testing through the University of
Kentucky’s Mining Engineering department. At the onset it was necessary to
identify which instrumentation would provide meaningful results. Proper
equipment would allow for quantitative data collection while being precise
enough to provide repeatable data.

Investigation of air overpressure attenuation and shock wave velocity required
the use of pressure sensors. Two types of pressure sensors were readily
available: a quartz free-field ICP blast pressure pencil probe (pencil sensor), and
a ground isolated dynamic pressure sensor (flush mount sensor) as seen in
Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 Model 137B22 Free field sensor (left) and Model 102B18 flush mount
sensor (right) (pcb.com/products)
Location of the sensing element for each model varies, as indicated by circles in
Figure 3.1. Actual sensor location for the free field pencil sensor is 6 inches away
from the pointed tip. Another difference in the two sensors is their physical size,
with the pencil sensor having a length of 16 inches, width of 1inch and height of
¾ inch. The flush mount sensor has a total length of 1 inch, with the maximum
center radius of 7/8 inch.
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Figure 3.2 Dimensions of flush mount

Free field pencil sensors must be attached to specialized mounts and pointed in
the direction of the blast. Threading on flush mount sensors allow them to be
easily attached to a mount.
Accurate measurement between sensors and a minimum of eight sensors were
required to conduct this experiment. Maintaining accurate distance between
sensors was achieved by using flush mount pressure sensors. Physical
properties of the pencil sensors disallowed them to be practically used for this
experiment.
Flush mount pressure sensors were screwed into a custom made casing
fabricated by the author. This casing ensures that the sensors are coupled very
well to the mount, and allowed for very accurate measurement to determine
distance between sensors.

3.2 Sensor Mount Design
Distance between sensors, sensor distribution pattern, and mount material were
initial design considerations for fabrication of the sensor mount. To maintain
accurate spacing between sensors, a linear distribution pattern was chosen.
Distance between the sensors was based upon an expected weak overpressure
produced from a 0.1 gram black powder detonation. With a quickly dissipating
nominal overpressure wave, the sensors needed to be placed very close to the
detonation. To avoid losing critical data at larger intervals, 1 inch sensor spacing
was selected and is shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3 Mount Design
Wood and polycarbonate were the two available materials for fabrication of a
casing for the flush mount sensors, shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Wood mount (left), drilling of polycarbonate (center), tapping of
holes in polycarbonate (right)

Increased rigidity, hole precision and coupling was provided by using the
polycarbonate instead of the wood. The polycarbonate was reinforced with wood
to further decrease vibrations in the system which would provide erroneous
measurements.
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3.3 Sensor Mount fabrication
Two holes were drilled into the polycarbonate using a drill press to create a
location for the flush mount sensors shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Drilling of holes using drill press (left), tapping holes to make threads
for the sensors (right)
At one inch intervals centerlines were drawn onto the 39 inch section of
polycarbonate and two holes were drilled at each intersection. A set of 5/16 inch
holes were drilled through the panel, with a ½ inch hole drilled to a ¾ inch depth.
Two diameters were required so the sensor would be embedded within the
polycarbonate and the sensor would be flush with the polycarbonate face. Holes
were then tapped to create a thread pattern for the flush mount sensors to be
screwed into. Several pieces of 2 inch by 4 inch wood were cut, then screwed
together to fashion an appropriate stand for the polycarbonate sensor mount. A
final rendition of the sensor mount with the stand is shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Finished sensor mount with stand
Figure 3.6 is the approximate placement which was used throughout the duration
of the testing. The objective was to angle the sensors at a 45 degree angle to
minimize any anomalous data from reflected overpressure waves from the stool.
This stool was selected to conduct testing on because of its height. The height of
the stool was at optimum height should any shadowgraph data collection be
necessary.
After the fabrication of the housing for the overpressure sensors, a test design
needed to be developed. Consideration was given to sensor location, and
quantity of sensors in the next section.
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Chapter Four: Test Design

4.1 Equipment
Communication between the piezoelectric flush mount sensors and the laptop
computer was conducted through DataTrap II software on the computer. A
complete test setup is shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Equipment setup used for testing
From Figure 4.1 the cables from the sensors are plugged into the backside of the
signal conditioner. Cables on the front side of the signal conditioner are plugged
into the DataTrap. A single cable connector runs from the DataTrap to the Dell
laptop. Before beginning testing the DataTrap must be programmed from the
laptop by using the DataTrapII software.
The DataTrap records voltages from the sensors in a loop and will continuously
rewrite new data until it is told to stop. This stopping point is configured to be 2%
of the maximum capacity of the 5 volt sensors being used and is called trigger.
Once a pressure is exerted on the crystal element inside the sensor, molecules
will induce a charge across the crystal. This charge is recorded as a voltage by
the DataTrap. Once a minimum of 0.01 volt is recorded on the DataTrap the
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continuous loop is broken and it has been triggered. The DataTrap will record
pressure data a short time before the 0.01 volt is achieved, and a long segment
after 0.01 volt is recorded. The time recorded before the minimum trigger is
reached is called pre-trigger. This pre-trigger value was set at 10% of the total
capacity that the DataTrap could record for each event.
Each DataTrap has the capability to record measurements for up to eight
sensors. Two DataTraps were on hand which would have allowed for a maximum
of 16 sensors to be used for each test. However there were only eight recently
calibrated and usable sensors for this experimentation. Since testing consisted of
quickly repeatable experiments, it was determined that eight sensors would be
sufficient for data collection.
4.2

Sensors

Eight flush mount sensors were used throughout testing with four being PCB
102A18 pressure sensors, and four having the designation PCB 102B18. An
ablative coating on the sensors with the “B” designation is what differentiates
then from the “A” designation. All eight sensors have a maximum range of 5V,
and a calibration range within 10% of 100mv/PSI as shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Sensor Information
Sensitivity
Hole Number
Serial Number
Calibration Date
(mV/psi)
Series A Series B Series C
1
1
1
23650
102.80
10/28/2013
2
8
14
23651
100.50
10/28/2013
3
9
15
23652
110.30
10/28/2013
4
10
16
23653
105.00
10/28/2013
5
11
17
23383
97.22
3/11/2011
6
12
19
29170
100.90
5/14/2012
7
13
20
29171
102.40
5/14/2012
8
14
21
29172
103.10
5/14/2012

After the recorded voltages are downloaded to the laptop the conversion for each
sensor is applied. From Table 4.1 the conversion for volts to psi is 0.1028 for
serial number 23650. This number was divided by the recorded voltage for all
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data recorded on this sensor. Each sensor calibration was used to convert
recorded voltage values into pressure (psi) values.
4.3

Explosive Charge

“Ground Blaster” firecrackers manufactured by TNT Fireworks were used for
testing. These are small consumer fireworks with the international classification
UN0336, and domestic classification of 1.4G. To correlate these firecrackers to
scaled distance equation it was necessary to determine the weight of the black
powder charge inside the firecrackers. Five firecrackers were cut open to isolate
the black powder (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2: Weight analysis for black powder
The firecrackers were cut open as shown in Figure 4.2 left. The wick, filler, and
casing were removed and the black powder was placed into a weighing boat
(Figure 4.2 right). The ranges of values were 0.08 to 0.13 grams, with an average
of 0.10 grams. This is not a precise value of black powder weight but serves
better than an arbitrary weight. Errors in the measurement process occurred due
to difficulty in perfectly separating the black powder from the filler and casing.
Variations in the manufacturing process and lack of quality control would also
contribute to the differences in black powder weight for all of the firecrackers.
Another consideration for this experiment was the thickness of the casing for the
firecrackers. With such a small charge weight any amount of material providing
confinement would reduce the recorded overpressure. This occurs because not
all of the explosive energy is being directly transferred to the air. Instead some of
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the energy is required to break through the casing and resultantly decreasing the
energy transferred to the air.
For the experimental setup the distance from the firecracker to the first sensor
was maintained as best as practically possible (Figure 4.4). Slight variations in
distance may have occurred on the order of ½ inch.

4.4 Preliminary Testing
To understand the magnitude of pressures which would be recorded from a small
0.1 gram black powder charge, initial testing was conducted to establish if there
would be sufficient overpressure to trigger the sensors. Since the maximum
overpressure produced by a small charge was unknown, it was important to
place one of the sensors very close to the detonation event which would likely
ensure that a minimum 0.01v trigger event was captured. Eight sensors were
used for each round of testing, with the recording of all eight sensors to begin
when the closest sensor reached a 0.01 voltage reading.
Preliminary testing revealed that the sensor placed closest to the charge (within 1
inch), received sufficient overpressure to trigger the system, thereby allowing the
pressure of the remaining sensors to be recorded. The overpressure rapidly
attenuated from the first sensor to the last sensor. To ensure the sensors which
were farther away would trigger at 0.01 volts, a sensor remained in the first hole
throughout the duration of the testing.
4.5 Testing Sequence
A three series test was developed to capture overpressure data from the black
powder charge. The first series, A, was to have sensors at one inch increments
from the first hole all the way to the eighth hole. The second series, B, had one
sensor placed in hole number one, then sensors in hole number eight through
fourteen. Series C had a sensor in the closest hole, then in holes fourteen
through seventeen, then nineteen through twenty-one. Hole number eighteen
was damaged during fabrication of the testing so no sensor could be placed in
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that location. Figure 4.3 shows the testing diagram for each of the series of tests.

Figure 4.3: Test Series Illustration
Distances between each of the sensors were measured using a digital caliper,
and an average of three measurements was used as the distance between them.
To conduct experimental testing, there were four major components necessary to
allow for data collection. Flush mount sensors, DataTrapII, signal conditioner,
and a laptop with the DataTrapII software were all required to conduct testing.
Power cables were required for the laptop, signal conditioner, and DataTrapII.
Eight flush mount sensors were coupled to the polycarbonate mount, as shown in
Figure 4.3. Eight low noise cables were attached to each of the sensors, and
connected to the signal conditioner. Another set of eight cables were ran from the
signal conditioner to the DataTrap. One USB type cable connected from
DataTrap to the Dell Toughbook field laptop. A picture of actual test setup with
sensors, wiring, and firecracker are shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.4: Test setup for series A testing
Figure 4.4 shows eight flush mount pressure sensors connected to noise
reduction cables, with a firecracker attached to an orange pipe cleaner which is
mounted to a green foam base and sitting on the stool. This is the exact test
setup which was used for series A testing. The only difference for series A, B and
C series testing were the location of the flush mount sensors. After collecting the
data in DataTrap software, the results were analyzed.
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Chapter Five: Data Analysis
Data from each of the 8 channels, comprising of 15 tests, and three series
yielded a total of 360 unique voltage-time graphs. Data for channels 1 through 8
for each of the tests were copied into another software package, DPlot, and
overlaid into one file for further analysis. Since the dataset was recorded in
voltages, the necessary voltage-psi conversion was applied to each channel to
yield pressure-time graphs. The conversion factors may be found in Table
4.1.The pressure-time graphs were the starting point for the data processing.
Two methods were used to calculate shock wave velocity. Wave arrival time from
channel 1 through 8 for each test was recorded and then divided by the distance
between the sensors. The second method was conducted by creating a
“Rankine-Hugoniot” pressure-specific volume (P-v) diagram, the Raleigh line
slope was used to calculate wave velocity. An analysis of the overpressure
attenuation from series A testing was used to create an air pressure attenuation
equation which was used to predict attenuation for series B and C.

5.1 Air Overpressure Attenuation
Overpressure data from test series A was analyzed to create an air overpressure
equation from the general equation found in the 18th edition of the Blaster’s
Handbook.
Air Overpressure Prediction Equation:

P = A × (SD 3 ) − B

Where:
P = Air overpressure (psi)
SD3 = Square root scaled distance (feet/pound1/3)
A = Intercept of line at a SD3 value of 1
B = Slope of line (negative slope)
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The scaled distance relationship which is used to determine the SD3 value is:

 R
SD 3 =  1

W 3






Where:
R = Distance from the blast to a point (feet)
W = Charge-weight (pounds)
SD3 = Square root scaled distance (feet/pound1/3)

Black powder charge weight was approximately 0.1g for all tests, and distance
from the blast was determined from sensor to sensor distances with one inch
added to account for distance from the first sensor to the detonation event. An
example of collected data for test 5 in the A series test is shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Overpressure data recorded on channels 1 through 8 for test 5 in
serires A
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From Figure 5.1 with data from test 5 a Peak overpressure of 17.0 psi was
recorded for the closest sensor to the event on channel 1. Channel 6 recorded an
overpressure of only 2.0 psi, so a decrease of 15psi or 88% loss occurred over
the first six inches of the overpressure wave. Channel 8 overpressure was only
recorded to be 1.54 psi. From this it is evident that overpressure dissipates
slower the further it travels from the detonation event. This behavior is indicative
of an elastic overpressure wave.
Fourteen more pressure-time curves were created for the remainder of the series
A testing. Peak pressure data was recorded from each channel, and a scatterplot
was developed to further analyze the data (Figure 5.2). A logarithmic scale was
also created to show the strong correlation between peak overpressure and
scale distance cubed in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.2: Peak overpressure vs scaled distance cubed scatterplot
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Figure 5.3: A log-log scatterplot of peak overpressure vs scaled distance cubed

Figure 5.2 is important because it shows the spread of the pressure data for each
of the sensors locations, which is lost in the log-log scale plot in Figure 5.3.
Collected data for channel 1 have a minimum reading of 6.9 psi, and a maximum
reading of 22.0 psi for a spread of 15.1psi. The spread for data collected on the
second and third sensors are 6.9 psi and 4.75psi, respectively. As the
overpressure dissipates it appears to be converging to a horizontal asymptote at
approximately 1 psi, suggested by the last two sensor readings from Figure 5.2.

P = 20.356 × (SD 3 ) − (1.122)
To establish the values for the air overpressure prediction equation, a regression
line was fit to the entire series A dataset. Resulting values were found to be
20.356 for variable A, intercept of line at a SD3 value of 1 and -1.122 for -B, as
the negative slope of the line. These values are within reason when compared to
suggested values found in Table 26.7 on page 587 in 18th edition blaster’s
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handbook. Minimum prescribed values for A were as low as 0.061, up to 187,
with prescribed values for B ranging from 0.79 to 1.62 for U.S. units. When
comparing the empirically derived equation of P = 20.356(SD3)-1.122 from Figures
5.2 and 5.3 to various types of suggested equations from the Blaster’s handbook
there are no equations that have an A and B value similar to the derived
equation. Very small charge weight, and very close distances from the detonation
to the sensor account for the difference of variable values. The closest equation
for construction blasting overpressure prediction is, P = 1(SD3)-1.1.
The empirically derived blast overpressure equation from this experimentation is
applied to predict blast overpressure for series B testing (Figure 5.4).

Figure 5.4: Predicted and actual overpressure versus scale distance cubed
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Table 5.1: Series B Predicted Overpressure and Average Overpressure Results
Distance from
Detonation
(inches)
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Predicted
Overpressure, PSI
(lbs/in2)
1.374
1.205
1.078
0.966
0.878
0.800
0.737

Average
(n=15)

Standard
Deviation

1.254
1.047
0.912
0.871
0.759
0.679
0.630

0.323
0.303
0.236
0.193
0.181
0.171
0.138

From Figure 5.4 the actual values of air overpressure for distances beginning at
8 inches away, outward to 14 inches away from the detonation for all 15 tests
conducted in this series. It is observed that all the predicted values fall within
range for each of the actual pressures; however the equation seems to slightly
overestimate predicted pressure. For scale distance cubed values of 16.5, 17.9,
and 19.2, 73% of the recorded data points are below the predicted value.
Experimentally the prediction is not very accurate. However for mining
applications where overestimating air overpressure is necessary this prediction
model would be more acceptable.
The overpressure prediction model for test series “B” was developed solely from
the dataset provided from series “A” testing. With the predicted result
overestimating the actual pressures an improved prediction model which
included series “A” and “B” tests was developed. A scatterplot for all recorded
overpressures with a regression line is shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Series A and B actual air overpressure versus scaled distance plotted
on a log-log scale with a best fit regression line.
From air overpressure prediction equation, the coefficient value of A, and
exponential value of B are the only numbers which will be changed by using this
larger data set. The updated prediction equation is shown below.

P = 18.814 × (SD 3 ) − (1.134)
Calculation of air overpressure for series “C” testing was conducted using the
updated equation. These predicted overpressures were plotted against actual
overpressures for series “C” and is shown in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Actual and two predicted overpressure versus scale distance cubed.
Table 5.2: Series C Recorded and Average Overpressure Results

Distance from
Detonation (inches)
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Overpressure
Overpressure
Average
Standard
Prediction*, PSI
Prediction**, Overpressure,
Deviation
(lbs/in2)
PSI (lbs/in2)
PSI (lbs/in2)
0.7345
0.6552
0.6783
0.2455
0.6802
0.6063
0.5977
0.2117
0.6343
0.5649
0.5668
0.2090
0.5915
0.5264
0.5000
0.2067
0.5540
0.4927
No data
No data
0.5221
0.4640
0.4108
0.1411
0.3771
0.1311
0.4937
0.4385
0.4670
0.4145
0.3597
0.1090
*Equation developed from test series A recorded data
**Equation developed from test series A and B recorded data

Test number 6 accounts for all of the highest overpressure readings for each
scaled distance cubed value and their values are shown in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3: Recorded overpressure values for Test number 6

Test 6

Scale
Distance, SD3
(ft/lb1/3)
19.3
20.7
22.0
23.4
26.2
27.5
28.9

Distance, D
(in)

Overpressure, PSI
(lbs/in2)

14
15
16
17
19
20
21

1.40
1.23
1.04
1.01
0.84
0.78
0.69

A sensor was unable to be located 18 inches away from detonation (due to an
error in the fabrication process) which corresponds to the scale distance value of
24.8. It can be deduced where the data points would likely be, by interpolation
between scale distance 23.4 and 26.1 in Figure 5.6.
Table 5.4: Overpressure equation values and strength of correlation

A series values
A &B series values
A,B&C series values

A
20.356
18.814
20.96

B
1.122
1.134
1.178

R-squared
0.8835
0.9034
0.9043

Table 5.4 shows the correlation value for each of the A and B values used in the
overpressure prediction equation. With increasing data points there is an
increased correlation with the prediction equation.
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Figure 5.7: Peak overpressure vs. scale distance cubed.
Figure 5.7 shows all of the recorded overpressure values for each scaled
distance cubed.

5.2 Determination of wave velocity
Direct observation of wave arrival between sensors, and a pressure versus
specific volume Hugoniot plot was used to determine the overpressure wave
velocity. Wave velocity determination by direct observation could either be
confirmed or discounted as a viable method by using a secondary analysis by
using a Raleigh line on the p-v plot. Only series A and B were used to evaluate
wave velocity. Series C sensors were too far away from the detonation to record
significant overpressure data which could not be discerned from noise in the
dataset which was represented by many jagged spikes. For this reason it was not
feasible to accurately evaluate wave arrival time for this series.
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5.2.1

Wave Arrival Velocity: Travel time between sensors

Based upon a known distance and travel time a resulting wave velocity was
calculated. A digital caliper with accuracy to one ten-thousandths of an inch was
utilized to measure distance between sensors thrice, and an average was used
(Experimental Design). Data points were created each microsecond by using
flush mount pressure sensors with a sampling frequency of 1MHz. All of the
sensors for each individual test were recorded on the same time scale, with
sensor number 1 initiating the start, or “time zero”. An example of collected data
displayed in DPlot for test number 2 with channel 2 and 3 is shown in Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8: Test data from test 2 in series A, only two channels are shown here
for explanation.
Where the overpressure changes from zero and increases at a high rate is
identified as the wave arrival time for each channel and is identified in Figure 5.8
with circles. Datapoints for each channel were traced using a tool in DPlot, this
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allowed for wave arrival time for each sensor location to be determined. Arrival
times for channel 2 and 3 in Figure 5.8 were 0.053, and .113 milliseconds
respectively. Arrival time for each of the eight sensors for this test is shown in
Table 5.3.
Table 5.5: Wave velocities for test number 2 from series “A” testing
Sensor
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Arrival (ms) Delta T (ms) Distance (in) U (in/ms) U (m/s) U (km/s)
-0.001
0.053
0.054
1.0227
18.9
481
0.481
0.113
0.060
0.9707
16.2
411
0.411
0.179
0.066
0.9967
15.1
384
0.384
0.247
0.068
0.9970
14.7
372
0.372
0.312
0.065
0.9500
14.6
371
0.371
0.385
0.073
1.0273
14.1
357
0.357
0.455
0.070
0.9800
14.0
356
0.356

Travel time of the wave may be established by subtracting arrival time from the
second sensor in a set of two subsequent sensors, t1, from the first sensor, t0.
Calculation of wave velocity was done by dividing the spacing between two
sensors by the time it took for the wave to travel between them. A conversion
factor of 25.40 was applied to convert inches per millisecond to meters per
second.
225 channels were evaluated for wave arrival times in series “A” and “B” testing.
Preliminary calculations for series “A” and “B” indicated that the wave velocities
were converging and that the accuracy of the data using this method was
acceptable. Figure 5.9 shows wave velocity for every test, and the average wave
velocity for each distance.
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Figure 5.9: Determination of wave velocity using time and distance
Fifteen wave velocities were calculated for each sensor distance. Many velocities
were duplicated, or small differences went unseen in Figure 5.9.
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Table 5.6: Average Wave Velocity for All locations

First sensor
distance, D
(in)

Second sensor
distance, D (in)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
19
20

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
19
20
21

Average Wave Standard
Velocity, U
Deviation
(m/s)
(m/s)
479
417
390
378
371
364
358
358
362
351
357
352
347
353
353
351
351
347
347

45.5
22.9
14.4
11.9
6.95
8.28
5.97
6.99
6.05
6.59
4.49
4.37
4.26
5.21
4.44
7.54
4.44
5.89
7.30

At a 2 inch sensor distance there is great variation, 31%, from the lowest data
point of 405 m/s to two data points at the maximum of 552 m/s. At this same
sensor distance two calculated velocities fall below the average wave velocity
calculated at a 3 inch distance. The spread of the data vastly improves as
distance from detonation increases, as is evident at the 14 inch sensor distance
which only has a 4% variation. It would be expected to see wave velocity
decrease with increasing distance from detonation, however data points at 10
and 12 inches do not agree.

Velocity data obtained will represent the average velocity the wave travelled over
a specific distance. For example from Table 5.3, travel time between sensors 2
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and 3 was determined to be 0.060 seconds over a distance of 0.9707 inches.
This is only the average velocity over the 0.9707 inch distance, and not a velocity
determination from a single discrete point.

5.2.2

Calculated Velocity: Rankine-Hugoniot Equation with Raleigh line

Secondary analysis of the pressure vs. time data was conducted to develop a
more accurate method to determine wave velocity. Data manipulation on the time
and pressure axis in DPlot allowed for a pressure-specific volume relationship to
be developed. Figure 5.10 shows the initial data analysis techniques necessary
to develop a p-v diagram.

Figure 5.10: Data interpretation for: A & B test 1 in series “A”, C: P-t rise for 5
tests, D: All 15 tests from channel 1 data in test series A
Data was truncated to isolate the rise in pressure as shown in Figure 5.10A and
5.10B. By truncating the graph two critical values were able to be identified, the
maximum pressure (P1) and minimum pressure (P2) for each channel. As seen in
Figure 5.10C it was important to retain the initial and final pressures along the
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curves even if it did not yield a constant slope. Curves that have tails on the left
or right side of them in Figure 5.10C had to be kept due to DPlot being unable to
truncate the dataset without losing maximum or minimum pressure values.
Figure 5.10D shows 15 sets of data for the closest sensor, channel 1, at one inch
from detonation. By using the ideal gas law and atmospheric pressure, the data
was manipulated to create pressure-specific volume graphs.
DPlot allowed for operations to be conducted on each axis, units in the y-axis
were converted to pascals from psi, and new x-values would be determined from
a secondary operation on the y-axis values. Pressure, temperature, and gas
constant for dry air are used in a molar form of the ideal gas law to calculate
specific volume. They are related by the equation presented below.

v=

R specific T
P

Where:
v = Specific Volume (m3/kg)
Rspecific (Constant) = 287.05 (J/kgK)
T = Temperature (Kelvin)
P = Pressure (Pascals)
Inside a closed environment in the Mining and Mineral Resources Building all
experiments were carried out at 76 degrees Fahrenheit, at an atmospheric
pressure of 979 millibar. These measurements were converted to standard
metric units of 297 degrees kelvin, and 97.9 kilo-pascals. Atmospheric pressure
was added to the measured air overpressure from experimentation to develop
the denominator term, P = Patm + Poverpressure. With the y-axis representing air
overpressure and already converted to pascals in DPlot, the x-axis was
converted to specific volume, m3/kg. This was accomplished by using the
following calculation shown below.
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x=

(287.05)(297)
85253
=
(97900 + y)
(97900 + y)

A plot of the resulting pressure vs specific volume relationship is shown in Figure
5.11.

Figure 5.11: Hugoniot in the P-v plane for channel 1
Figure 5.11 has a set of 15 unique tests, and all of them nearly fall on the same
Hugoniot curve. This is expected as the definition of the Hugoniot is a “locus of
all possible equilibrium states in which a particular material can exist (Cooper).”
Confidence in accounting for all equilibrium states was accomplished by
analyzing 15 tests from each channel and plotting them on the p-v plane.
Coordinates at the initiation and termination of the Hugoniot curve are the most
important points in Figure 5.11. Between the minimum and maximum points a
Raleigh line can be fit as shown in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: Channel 1 data plotted on a pressure vs specific volume chart to
show Hugoniot curve
All of the data points in Figure 5.12 from the 15 tests appear to follow the same
imaginary curve, this curve is the Hugoniot. It is important to note that not all of
the peak pressures during experimentation reached the maximum value of
15kpa. A Raleigh line can be drawn in Figure 12 by using two points: maximum
pressure and minimum specific volume to minimum pressure and maximum
specific volume. This negatively sloped line is related to wave velocity by the
following equation originally presented by Paul Cooper:
U=

- (slope)

ρ0

1

2

= -(slope)

1

2

×ν 0

Where:
U = Wave velocity (m/s)
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Slope =

Ymax − Ymin
X min − X max

ν 0 = Initial specific volume (m3/kg)

A Raleigh line may be developed to calculate wave velocity for every channel
tested by using the maximum and minimum values on each respective Hugoniot
curve. A wave velocity for each channel was calculated and is shown in Figure
5.13.

Figure 5.13: Wave velocities determined from pressure-specific volume Hugoniot
data
The maximum wave velocity significantly decreased between the first two
locations, and continued to slow as it moves away from the detonation. Series
“A” sensors from 1 to 8 inch locations captured the maximum wave velocity of
467 m/s, and minimum of 311 m/s. A 33% decrease in wave velocity occurred
over the first 8 inches. Series “B” sensors from 9 to 15 inch locations decreased
2.6% from a maximum of 308 m/s to 300 m/s.
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Chapter Six:Discussion of Results
By analyzing overpressure data, and wave velocity the goal was to evaluate
when an elastic-plastic overpressure waves more resemble an elastic wave form
instead of a shock wave. Multiple avenues may provide insight into where this
transition may occur at. When evaluating the recorded and calculated wave
velocities it is noticed that at some point away from the detonation the wave
velocity increases, when it is expected to continue to decrease. The attenuation
characteristics from peak overpressure vs scaled distance plot may have some
relatability to the attenuation of the wave velocity. In addition to this, it is possible
to evaluate the first derivative of the pressure-specific volume diagrams, which
will provide the slope of the line. This is useful because in the elastic wave
behavior region, there is a direct correlation between pressure and specific
volume.

6.1

Wave Attenuation

From Data Analysis section there were two plots that showed a sort of
attenuation phenomena, the peak overpressure vs. scaled distance (Figure 5.7),
and wave velocity vs distance (Figure 5.9) away from detonation. Although the
dataset for each of these were analyzing two different metrics, it is undeniable
that some sort of attenuation occurs within each of them. From the first set of
recorded overpressure measurements in Figure 6.1 to the set at scaled distance
of 15, there is much more precision with the data. Similarly in Figure 6.2 there is
great fluctuation in the measured wave velocities at a 2 inch distance, yet at 10
and 12 inch distance this discrepancy has become minimized.
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Figure 6.1: Recorded peak overpressure vs scaled distance cubed

Figure 6.2: A scatterplot of overpressure wave velocity as it changes by
increasing distance from detonation.
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From figure 6.1 at approximately scale distance cubed of 1, the first set of data
has much variation for measured overpressures. The minimum recorded
overpressure was 4.28 psi, and a maximum of 22.1 psi. Initially this was very
troubling since the data was so varied, but this agrees with findings by
Hargarther, that errors in pressure measurements were highest at distances
closest to the center of the charge. Theoretically, the detonation would be the
shape of a sphere that continues to grow with an increase in time. However, in
practice as the detonation occurs the explosion does not occur symmetrically as
it radiates from the origin. For a small 0.1g black powder charge the casing
surrounding the firecracker would act as a barricade to the explosion. Pressure
readings at the nearest sensor were illustrated by the direction of initiation, shape
of explosion, and thickness of the casing.
In Figure 6.2 a similar pattern of wide variation in the overpressure wave velocity
occurs at the 2 inch mark, and further away from the firecracker the wave velocity
produces more uniformity from the 8 inch distance and beyond. The Hugoniot
calculated wave velocity lies approximately 25 m/s below the measured
overpressure wave velocities from the 4 inch distance, and beyond the difference
slowly decreases.
Of significant interest are datasets at sensor distances of 10 inches, and 12
inches away in figure 6.2 (Arrows). At these two points it was expected that the
wave velocity would continue to decrease in a uniform manner as it moved away
from the detonation. Instead at approximately .067mS and .073mS after
detonation the overpressure wave actually increases in velocity, and decreases
again. The two arrows on figure 6.1 correspond to the same sensor distance
away on the overpressure vs scale distance plot. Interestingly the two datasets in
figure 6.1 correspond to very uniform pressure measurements for the same
locations. For scaled distance of 13.7 a variation of 0.80 psi occurs, while for a
scale distance of 16.5 a range of 0.67 psi occurs.
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6.2

Hugoniot Slope Analysis

Since pressure and specific volume are directly related, it would follow that by
taking the derivative of a p-v diagram, a line with slope of zero would indicate that
the overpressure wave has achieved elastic behavior. However, the goal is to
identify at what point in the elastic-plastic region that the overpressure wave
more resembles an elastic wave than a shock wave. The first derivative was
taken for p-v diagrams from 1 inch distance to 14 inches away to evaluate
change in pressure as distance from detonation increased, figure 6.3 shows the
first set of diagrams.

Figure 6.3: Slope of p-v diagrams from 1 inch to 4 inch sensors distances
From figure 6.3, slope diagrams at 1 and 2 inch distances do not have a linear
slope. There is a distinct leftward tail at the one inch distance, and still slightly
distinguishable at the 2 inch distance. This indicates that at these two distances
the wave behavior is in the shockwave region. At the 3 and 4 inch distance the
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first derivative of the p-v diagram does not have a very distinguishable left tail,
and the slope of the line decreases. If carefully analyzed it is observed that
neither p-v slope diagram at 3 nor 4 inch mark seems to have a constant slope,
and clearly not a slope of zero. An evaluation of the next set of slope p-v
diagrams is shown in Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4: Slope of p-v diagrams from 5 inch to 8 inch sensors distances
The set of diagrams in Figure 6.4 show the slope decreasing from 5 inch
distance to the 8 inch distance. The linearity of all of the figures is interesting to
note, all the points in each of the figures seem to fall on a line. It is also noted
that the lines appear to fall on a very similar slope, with minimal variation. Points
on each of the line become more grouped and fall on the right side of the
diagram. This indicates that as the slope decreases, the datasets become more
condensed showing the transition between shock and elastic-plastic behavior for
the wave. Figure 6.5 shows the last set of the p-v derivative diagrams.
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Figure 6.5: Slope of p-v diagrams from 10 inch to 13 inch sensors distances
At first glance the datasets for all of these sensor distances in figure 6.5 appear
to be very similar in slope and distribution on the scatterplot. From 10 inch sensor
distance to the 13 inch sensor distance the slope appears to decrease nominally,
while the dataset marginally condenses further. By relating figure 6.5 to the
anomalous wave velocity readings at locations at 10 and 12 from figure 6.2.
Slopes for these two lines, and the datasets match up quite closely. There
appears to be minimal change throughout all four diagrams, and absent is any
form of curve. With confidence, at these distances the elastic-plastic wave form
more resembles an elastic wave form rather than a shockwave.
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Chapter Seven: Conclusion
The objective was to try and identify at what point an overpressure wave form
more resembles elastic behavioral properties instead of a shock wave. Three
hundred and sixty pressure time curves were recorded for a total of 45
independent experiments. Data from sensor distances 1 to 21 inches provided
peak overpressure data, and distances 1 to 14 inches provided data for
overpressure wave velocity. Sensor distances beyond 14 inches (Series C) were
not used because the sensors were too far away from the detonation to record
significant overpressure data which could not be discerned from noise.
The collected data was analyzed three ways to see if any correlation of
anomalous datasets could contribute toward understanding the elastic-wave
transition. Peak overpressure vs scaled distance plots were created to develop
and validate predicted overpressure equations, and observe incongruities in
overpressure measurements. Wave velocity was collected by using 1MHz
overpressure sensors, and a digital caliper to measure distance between
sensors. Wave arrival time between sensors were analyzed to find wave travel
time, and divided by sensor distance to find overpressure wave velocity. To
evaluate the wave transition further, an overpressure-specific volume graph was
created by converting pressure to specific volume with a modified form of the
ideal gas law.
By analyzing these p-v diagrams the overpressure wave velocity was back
calculated and compared to recorded values of the wave velocity. Consistently
the recorded values fell below recorded values by at least 25 m/s. In addition to
finding wave velocities, the p-v diagrams were useful to determine at what point
any wave transition may occur. This was accomplished by taking the first
derivative of the p-v diagrams which were created initially for wave velocity
calculations. By taking the derivative an analysis of the slope was conducted to
identify at what point pressure and specific volume were linearly related.
Although no perfect relation of a zero slope was achieved, derivative datasets
form 1 inch to 13 inches away from detonation showed a trend to a shallow slope
and condensed dataset.
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The analysis of unexpected wave velocity measurements at the 10 and 12 inch
mark were compared to p-v first derivative diagrams to draw conclusions. For an
approximately 0.1g black powder charge, the overpressure wave takes more
resembles an elastic wave form at the 10 inches and further distances for these
experiments.
Further evaluation is required to relate the size and chemical composition of the
charge to what is used in the blasting industry today. With an analysis of a
overpressure readings from a firecracker by using pressure-specific volume
analysis much more information is extracted from these experiments. This may
serve as a foundation for a more detailed data analysis method than what is
currently used.
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